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Studies have shown that forests make us happier. They 
can evoke positive emotions and alleviate stress. It 
is these awe-inspiring forest environments that leave 
travellers with a greater sense of perspective. Simply put, 
the world seems bigger when we are within a forest. I 
write these words as I think back to an autumnal morning 
spent walking through the Sagano bamboo forest in 
Kyoto, Japan. I was always looking up.

Earlier this year, when the world was forced to simply 
‘pause’ for months and we were confined to our homes 
and gardens, our perspectives were considerably 
compacted. In this first issue of Unforgettable Travel 
Magazine, I invite you to look up. Not only to look up to 
the trees, but also to look forward, up to the prospect 
of more travel and adventure. We are really excited to 
launch over 60 incredible new destinations and the aim of 
this bi-monthly magazine is simple – to inspire you. 

In each issue, the theme of the magazine will change. 
The features will be different. The destinations will be 
different. However, like the forests that still stand tall 
and strong, our roots will remain the same. We at the 
Unforgettable Travel Company are passionate and 
knowledgeable experts and you can trust in us to deliver 
you unparalleled travel joy and inspiration. 

In this issue of Unforgettable Travel Magazine, we feature 
forests and waterfalls across the world. We explore 
Borneo in Malaysia – a forest famous for its orangutans, 
proboscis monkeys and pygmy elephants (page 7). 
Continuing in Asia, we showcase some of the most 
stunning treehouse accommodations across Bali (page 
33). We also feature beautiful hotels in Portugal that 
bring the “outside in” (page 23). These hotels are the 
epitome of what we are all about here at Unforgettable 
Travel Company – why do ordinary? 

EDITOR’S LETTER 

Issue 1. Forests and Falls.

We also explore how forests can evoke creativity and 
spark new experiences. In Tokyo, a Michelin-starred 
chef named Narisawa cooks delicate dishes inspired 
by the elements of the forest – employing its variety of 
leaves, herbs, flowers and wild vegetables (page 11). In 
Costa Rica, we outline 13 reasons why the country is a 
top location for family adventures (page 43). As part of 
the extension of our portfolio to cover the the beautiful 
continent of Africa, we share stirring “forest and falls” 
destinations from our Unforgettable African specialists 
(page 37).  

As well as forests, we include a list of the top six waterfalls 
to visit across the world (page 15). Whatever their size, 
waterfalls are charming and atmospheric. As water 
cascades from the top, when sunlight hits at the right 
time and place, vivid rainbows form. It’s simply magical.  

Whatever forest you visit, tread carefully on the crunchy 
forest floor and take in fully the evocative smells, colours 
and textures. Whatever waterfall you visit, listen carefully 
to all of the changing sounds, from the thunderous roars 
to the gentle tinkling trickles. Forests and falls have long 
inspired and thrilled artists, poets and novelists around 
the world. We hope that this first issue of Unforgettable 
Travel Magazine does the same for you. 

 

Gemma D’Souza 
Editor

Gemma D’Souza

Sagano Bamboo Forest, Japan
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Lake Moraine, Canada. 
Discover this beautiful region with the Rocky Mountaineer. 
Visit unforgettabletravel.com/canada



Borneo is an island shared by Malaysia 
(Sabah and Sarawak), Indonesia (Kalimantan) 
and Brunei, renowned for its idyllic beaches 
and dense tropical rainforest inhabited 
by abundant wildlife. Jam-packed with 
extraordinary biodiversity in relatively 
compact and easily accessible areas of 
jungle, there is no better destination in Asia 
for spotting and observing exotic species 
of wildlife, from orangutans and pygmy 
elephants to proboscis monkeys, wild cats 
and hornbills. 

If you’ve always wanted to experience an 
equatorial rainforest, the jungles of Borneo 
conjure up a vision of both adventure and 
remoteness. Winding rivers flow through 
dense foliage while lowland forest is dotted 
with orchids and pitcher plants. While global 
deforestation is a serious threat and issue 
for both the natural environment and human 
populations, much of the Bornean rainforest 
has managed to remain largely intact. This is 
due mainly to the many conservation projects 
which have been implemented, funded 
largely by revenue from tourism. 

ANCIENT
The

Exploring Borneo

Wildlife watching is done via jungle hikes and river boat 
cruises. One of the best ways to explore Borneo is to 
book a boat safari and spend two to three days on the 
river and another two to three days in an interior jungle 
lodge that offers forest walks. At the beginning and end 
of the trip, cities, beaches, and other attractions like the 
dramatic caves of Mulu can be explored, or perhaps time 
in one of the isolated Iban longhouses inside Batang Ai 
National Park.

Exploring Wildlife in the Borneo Forest

For many visitors, the prime reason to visit Borneo is 
its wonderful wildlife. Some of the most memorable 
moments may be spent glimpsing wild orangutans, 
looking into the eyes of a pygmy elephant, or hearing the 
calls of the gibbons.

The Kinabatangan River stretches for nearly 350 miles 
through the jungle in eastern Sabah, an area with unique 
and exceptional ecosystems. Millions of animals live in 
the lush jungle that surrounds the muddy water, including 
endemic proboscis monkeys – of which only around 7,000 
of the unusual long-nosed primates remain in the wild. 
The smallest Asian elephant species, pygmy elephants, 
can be spotted here too, known for their plump bellies 
and oversized ears. During your explorations of the 
island, you’re not only very likely to spot these animals, 
but you might also see a clouded leopard or slow loris, 
along with all sorts of unique plant life and insects.

Of course, Borneo is especially well-known for its 
orangutans, with Camp Leakey in Tanjung Puting National 
Park one of the best places to observe them. Reaching 
the Camp requires a memorable 2.5 hour riverboat trip 
on the Sekonyer River, where you’re likely to see a wide 
range of birdlife, long-tailed macaques, and proboscis 
monkeys along the way. 

rainforest
Other Borneo Experiences

Borneo isn’t just about the rainforest. It is also home to lively multicultural 
cities such as Kuching, with its beautifully landscaped waterfront, delicious 
and diverse restaurants, bustling markets, and historic landmarks such 
as Fort Margherita and Astana Palace. Trips to Sarawak Cultural 
Village, a living museum with longhouse replicas, can be arranged 
from Kuching. It’s one of the top cultural attractions for learning 
about local culture and lifestyles through performances and 
demonstrations. Visitors can sample foods from seven major 
ethnic groups and participate in traditional activities such 
as arts and crafts, and games. Kota Kinabalu, the ‘Bali of 
Southeast Asia,’ is filled with rich culture and heritage, 
home to Mount Kinabalu, Southeast Asia’s highest 
mountain and very popular for climbing. 

There are plenty of interesting offshore 
islands to visit too. Turtle Island Park is 
made up of three main islands, Gulisan, 
Bakungan Kecil and Selingan, known 
for their green and hawksbill turtles 
which lay eggs on the pristine 
sandy beaches. 

How to Get There

Malaysian Borneo is easily accessed with excellent infrastructure, good 
flight links and internal transport. All long-haul flights connect through 
Singapore or Kuala Lumpur, ideal for a city stopover before arriving in 
Borneo. From there, flights land in the major airports at Kota Kinabalu 
or Kuching, in Sabah and Sarawak respectively. 
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W H Y  D O  O R D I N A R Y
Borneo:

Best time to go
March - November

Duration
12 days

Suited for
Families, adventurers, 
wildlife enthusiasts, 

honeymoon

What you will see 
in the forest

Orangutans, hornbills, 
pygmy elephants

Specialist recommendations:

• Serious trekking equipment will not be required for most tours of Borneo, but you will benefit 
from bringing a good set of binoculars, plus leech socks for any forest walks.

• A good camera is a must in Borrneo for those epic orang-utan shots. Chunkier lenses are subject 
to additional park fees, but there are none for most DSLR or prosumer cameras. 

• It’s not just wildlife in Borneo... A longhouse stay in deepest Sarawak offers basic accommodation 
but an unforgettable cultural interaction.
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Japanese chef

Yoshihiro Narisawa is a celebrated gastronomic genius. Narisawa has 
had over three decades of providing fine dining experiences and owns 
a Michelin-star restaurant in Tokyo called “Les Creations de Narisawa”. 
More recently, he has become more prominent after being featured on 
the successful Netflix series The Final Table.

Like all culinary masters, Narisawa spent many years developing his 
personal style of cuisine. Being particularly interested in the natural 
environment and sustainability, he was initially inspired by the rawness 
of a forest and started experimenting using things that grow there – 
such as leaves, flowers, vegetables and herbs – to create elaborate 
edible food. He calls his particular style “innovative Satoyama cuisine”. 

Narisawa featuresa famous 15-course tasting menu which includes 
some of his signature dishes, including. ‘Moss Butter’ and a vegetable 
creation called ‘Soil Soup’. Rich earthy flavours and vibrant colours are 
purposefully used to transport diners out of their comfort zone, and 
to connect them with the natural forest. As well as creating exquisite 
recipes, Narisawa has a deeper aim. Using inspirational, emotive food 
and presentation, he aims to highlight the underlying environmental 
issues that Japanese society is facing. 

YOSHIHIRO NARISAWA

How forests have inspired  
the culinary genius
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TOKYO
food guide

Izakaya
Informal and very 
popular Japanese 
bar that serves 
alcoholic drinks 
along with a wide 
range of local and 
Asian-Western 
fusion dishes. They 
are widespread 
throughout Tokyo 
but part of the fun is 
finding them – they 
are often hidden 
and without English 
signs.

On the theme of Japanese cuisine, 
we have put together five food and 
drink experiences you should try 
during your time in Tokyo.

Tskuiji
This is Tokyo’s 
famous fish market 
and one you simply 
have to visit. With 
a fantastic range of 
sushi offerings, made 
with fresh prawn, 
tuna and the catch 
of the day, a fishy 
breakfast/lunch/
dinner has become 
a vital experience in 
the capital.   

Golden Gai
In a hidden corner 
of Shinjuku, Golden 
Gai is an area best 
known for Tokyo’s 
backstreet drinking 
dens. The narrow 
pedestrian streets 
are filled with little 
huts where you 
can perch on a bar 
stool or stand on 
the street drinking 
and interacting with 
other locals and 
travellers.  

Skytree
Treat yourself to 
lunch in Tokyo’s 
tallest tower. 
Standing at a height 
of 634 metres, 
the Tokyo Skytree 
towers over the city, 
offering panoramic 
views and a 
romantic ambiance. 
Restaurant 634 
offers exquisite, 
memorable French-
Japanese fusion 
cuisine.   

Kappabashi 
Dori
A street in Tokyo 
dedicated to 
kitchenware. 
Japanese knives are 
world-class and are 
designed for specific 
purpose – from 
everyday use in the 
kitchen to boning 
certain types of fish. 

W H Y  D O  O R D I N A R Y
To find out more about Japan as a destination and to start planning your Unforgettable 
trip, contact our Asia specialist Luke Stapylton-Smith (luke@unforgettabletravel.com)
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There are many thousands of waterfalls all over the world 
– roaring, trickling and flowing through a variety of natural 
environments. Like forests, waterfalls are critical in so 
many ways. They are a good indication of the health of an 
ecosystem, closely by environmentalists, geologists and 
hydrologists.  

According to scientists, visiting waterfalls is good for your 
health. They promote biochemical reactions that increase 
levels of serotonin which alleviates stress. Whether you 
agree or not, there is no denying that, returning back to the 
theme behind this issue, seeing waterfalls from above gives 
you a real sense of perspective.

Although they are measured in different ways (for example 
by width, height, and volume of water), the largest 
waterfalls in the world are truly awe-inspiring. These include 
Niagara Falls (Canada and USA), Angel Falls (Venezuela), 
Iguazu Falls (Argentina and Brazil), Victoria Falls (Zambia 
and Zimbabwe), and the Olo’upena Falls (Hawaii). 

We have put together a list of our top six most iconic 
waterfalls in the world. Covering North America, Europe, 
Asia and Africa, we feel that these waterfalls deserve a 
mention. According to scientists, visiting a waterfall is good 
for your health. They promote biochemical reactions that 
increase levels of serotonin and alleviates stress. Whether 
you agree or not, there is no denying that, returning back to 
the theme behind this issue, seeing waterfalls from above 
gives you a real sense of perspective.  

Editor’s recommendations 

Make sure you speak to our travel experts – not 
only about the logistics of getting to the waterfall, 
but also about the various excursions and activities 
offered around the falls. For example, Victoria Falls 
in Africa offers a wealth of excursions, particularly 
for the adrenaline-junkie, including half and full-day 
falls visits, sunrise or day hikes, Zambezi sunset 
boat cruises, bungee jumping and more. I would 
personally recommend the micro flight over the 
falls. This is an extremely light aircraft with a very 
small engine, designed to carry just the pilot and 
the traveller. 

The microlight can only be taken from the Zambian 
side but, even the shortest flight (15-minutes), is 
thoroughly worth it. Flying over the Zambezi River, 
you will see an abundance of hippo and crocodile 
until you reach the falls where your breath will 
be taken away. Victoria Falls is truly spectacular 
from eye level but there is something even more 
mesmorising seeing it from above. 

FALLING
for the  falls

Visit unforgettabletravel.com/iceland
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1. NIAGARA FALLS 
Canada and USA

PLITVICE LAKES 
Croatia

Along with the bluest lakes, grizzly bears, and 
world-beating ice-hockey, nothing epitomises 
the image of Canada quite like its forests 
and falls. Niagara Falls (image to the left) – 
which lies on the border between Ontario, 
Canada and the American state of New 
York – is one of the most iconic spectacles in 
North America. Like other mighty waterfalls, 
Niagara is actually made up of three 
individual falls. These include the Horseshoe 
Falls, the American Falls, and the Bridal Veil 
Falls. One of the best vantage points is at 
Queen Victoria Park on the Canadian side. 
Here you can start the famous boat cruise 
named Maid of the Mist – be prepared to 
come away very wet!   

Located between Croatia’s historic cities of 
Zagreb and Zadar, Plitvice Lakes National 
Park is a beautiful reserve attracting 
thousands of visitors each year. Boasting a 
network of 16 interconnected terraced lakes, 
90 cascading waterfalls and lush forests, 
Plitvice is unique in every sense. The largest 
of the waterfalls in Plitvice is named Veliki 
Slap, standing at an impressive height of 
78 metres. Plitvice Lakes (image below) is 
the largest national park in Croatia and has 
been on the UNESCO World Heritage list 
since 1949. We would recommend allocating 
some time to enjoy the colours, smells and 
sounds of Plitvice Lakes. While it is not an 
unfamiliar sequence that goes from waterfall 
to lake to waterfall to lake, Croatia’s Plitvice 
encompasses the essence of this issue – 
forests and falls. 

2.
ICELAND
Iceland - a Scandinavian island located between Norway and Greenland in the North Atlantic 
Ocean - is definitely up there with the world’s most dramatic islands in terms of scenery and 
landscape. As well as mountains, lakes and cliffs, Iceland has an abundance of waterfalls which 
will leave you absolutely entranced. Some of the most visited waterfalls include Seljalandsfoss, 
Skógafoss, Gullfoss, Dettifoss, Goðafoss, which replicates Niagara with an iconic horseshoe 
shape and Glymur - the highest waterfall in Iceland (at 198 metres), Goðafoss. The photograph 
is of Skógafoss waterfall in the winter months (November – February).

3.

Skógafoss waterfall in the winter months (November – February)
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5. BALI

4.
VIETNAM
We wanted to draw your attention to one of Vietnam’s 
waterfalls in particular – Ban Gioc Waterfall. Located 
in northern Vietnam, Bon Gioc is regarded as one of 
Southeast Asia’s natural treasures. The falls actually sit 
on the border between northern Vietnam and China, 
and is fed by the Quay Son River. However, with so 
many stunning waterfalls in Vietnam, the surrounding 
landscapes of dense forest valleys, combined with the 
multiple levels of lake terraces give the Bon Gioc falls 
the ultimate wow-factor for a compelling visit.

Bali is a traveller’s dream. The island is home 
to a wealth of captivating waterfalls – some 
well-known, some hidden. Because of their 
proximity to the town of Ubud, Tegenungan 
and Kanto Lampo waterfalls are regularly 
visited. Of course, there is a reason they are 
so visited. In both of these waterfalls, you 
can swim in the lake below and walk right up 
to the falling water, which makes for a great 
photograph. The image below is one of the 
lesser visited falls named Sekumpul, located 
in the northern mountains of Bali. 6.

VICTORIA 
FALLS
Victoria Falls is one of the seven wonders of the natural world 
and one of the jewels in Africa’s crown. Located on the border 
between Zambia and Zimbabwe, the falls can be seen from 
multiple viewpoints and trails in both countries. Mosi-oa-Tunya 
is the local name for the falls and translates to ‘the smoke that 
thunders’. It definitely smokes. And it definitely thunders. A visit 
to Victoria Falls will be wet, loud and simply unforgettable. We 
would recommend spending at least two nights in Livingstone 
and if you are an adrenaline junkie, then you could easily stay 
longer and not run out of things to do. 
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W H Y  D O  O R D I N A R Y
Morocco:

Best time to go
Spring (March – May)  

or Autumn (September – 
November)

Duration
7 days

Suited for
People seeking food 

and culture experiences, 
couples, older families

Specialist recommendations:

• Stay in a desert camp. This is without a doubt the best way to experience the beauty of the 
desert.

• The souks of Morocco are a paradise for shoppers, so don’t be afraid to negotiate the price. 
If you can ask your guide or hotel what the item should cost, you can go in with a realistic 
amount in mind.

Inara Camp, the desert of  Agafay, Morocco



-  We showcase some of  the most luxurious lodges and boutique 
hotels across Portugal that focus on bringing the outside in.

romantic
Portugal’s

a
stay

in hidden gems

unforgettabletravel.comThe ‘Shelter room’ at Areias do Seixo, Santa Cruz, Portugal



Areias do Seixo
Located in Santa Cruz, western Portugal, and less than 
an hour from Lisbon, Areias do Seixo is a place to pause 
and savour every moment. Feel the sensation of time 
stand still, surrounded by sea, dunes and pine tree 
forests. This spa hotel has a variety of forest-inspired 
rooms with exquisite interior décor and a romantic and 
inviting ambiance. 

There are 15 stunning rooms in total. There is one 
luxury tented room (named ‘shelter’) which features 

‘barefoot luxury’ and allows you to disconnect from the 
outside world.  Higher-end room categories (love rooms, 
gold rooms, tree rooms and land rooms) are located in 
the main building and feature slightly different styles, 
but all centre around rustic and sophisticated interiors. 
For example, the tree rooms have been influenced by 
African inspirations and ethnic and recycled elements. 
Log fireplaces, rainfall showers, wooden terraces and 
sumptuous jacuzzi bathtubs feature in most of the rooms 
– offering the height of luxury and romance.

Love room at Areias de Seixo

Tree room at Areias do Seixo

The exterior at Pedras Salgadas, Portugal 

To book a romantic stay in Portugal,  
get in touch unforgettabletravel.com/portugal

Pedras Salgadas spa & nature hotel
Located in a mountainous and productive area in the 
north of Portugal, Pedras Salgadas comprises a variety of 
incredible architectural houses for travellers to enjoy the 
beauty of the outdoors whilst being comfortable indoors. 
There are 16 eco-houses (privilege, deluxe and superior 
categories) which are perfect for families as they offer 
lounge areas and plenty outdoor space. 

The treehouses – designed by an architect named Luís 
Rebelo de Andrade – are for those looking for wow-
factor accommodation. The treehouses are unique 
in every sense – they are cosy, stylish and, of course, 
complimented by surrounding scenery, offering absolute 
tranquillity.
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Torre de Palma wine hotel, Alentejo, Portugal 

Torre de Palma wine hotel
The Torre de Palma wine hotel is located in Monforte 
, a village in the upper Alentejo region of southern 
Portugal. The Alentejo is a historical and cultural region 
and is known for its extensive open landscape and rich 
fertile soil. The location of Torre de Palma is unbeatable 
– offering rich culture, mouth-watering cuisine, wonderful 
wines and breath taking views. The hotel has parts dating 
as far back as 1338. Today, the hotel buildings have been 
fully restored, with rooms featuring signature architecture 
and sophisticated interiors.

One of the obvious attractions to the Torre de Palma wine 
hotel is its vineyards and associated winery. The wines 
are made from a careful blend of Portuguese indigenous 
varieties of grape, such as Aragonez, Alicante Bouschet, 
Touriga Nacional e and Tinta Miúda (for the reds), and 
Antão Vaz, Arinto and Alvarinho (for the whites). During 
your stay at this beautiful hotel, you can experience the 
local wine on a winery tour and tasting session. 

Pensão Agrícola
The final hotel we feature is Pensao Agricola, situated on 
the eastern side of the Algarve in southern Portugal. This 
is an undiscovered spot, framed by nature – orange, fig, 
and arbutus trees stand tall and proudly around the hotel 
grounds. The house itself was built in 1920 and, until 
1970, remained as a working farm. It was then lovingly 
restored and, today, offers luxury accommodation and 
nature-focussed experiences. 

These include picturesque bike rides with picnic baskets, 
historic town tours (Tavira and Cacela Velha), and helping 
with Ernesto’s (the resident donkey) bath, brushing and 
feeding routine. This small boutique hotel has only 
six rooms, each with a private patio and access to the 
original farmhouse. The rooms all feature elements of the 
forest – with neutral tones and rustic wooden furniture. A 
stay here will instantly make you feel relaxed.  
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LET’S RAISE A GLASS OF WINE

Interview with Luísa Rebelo

Owner of  Torre de Palma wine hotel

We speak to Luísa Rebelo, who is the owner at 
The Torre de Palma wine hotel to get under the 
(grape) skin of it all. 

In your opinion, what is so special about 
Portugal’s wine industry?

Portugal is full of beautiful and diverse landscapes 
where wine production plays an important role. The 
grape varieties behave in many different ways all over 
the territory, form North to South. Alentejo in particular, 
is a region known for its ancient wine production and 
tradition. What makes it so special is that in our region 
the wine tradition comes from the Romans, that produced 
wine in this land 2000 years ago.

How can you describe Portuguese wine to 
someone who has never tried it?

Portuguese wines are usually blends of different grapes 
varieties that combined create a unique balance. In 
Portugal we have very ancient varieties that have 
produced amazing wines for centuries. Portuguese wine 
has to be shared around the table, it is a social asset, 
together with food and shared stories.

How can travellers experience Torre de 
Palma’s wine? 

At Torre de Pama travellers can have a complete and 
authentic wine experience. The travellers can go the 
vineyards with the wine-maker to learn about the terroir, 
the behaviour of the different grape varieties, the cycle 
of the vineyards… Participate in the wine harvest by 
picking the grapes manually, stomping the grapes with 
the feet in the lagares, taste the must (the freshly crushed 
fruit juice that contains the skins, seeds and stems) and 
finallytaste the wine from the barrels. It is a complete and 
unforgettable experience! To add to this wine experience 
they can include a gastronomic experience with our Chef 
with a Torre de Palma wine pairing.

Which is your favourite wine from your 
winery and why?

My favourite is the Torre de Palma Red Wine 2018 
because it is round in the mouth, balanced, and with notes 
of black berries and pepper which I love! It pairs perfectly 
with my favourite Torre de Palma dish which is the Loin of 
Veal marinated in Alicante Bouschet grape must.

What makes the room interior stand out?

At Torre de Palma Wine Hotel we have 19 rooms and 
suites, each one designed in a very different way. The 
designer Rosarinho Gabriel, brought to the interiors all 
the history of this property, from the Romans who lived 
here, to the Royal Family and the farmers. The rooms 
are decorated with pieces of elegant furniture and rustic 
materials. Each room was considered to be authentic, 
comfortable and creative.

Portugal is a wonderful destination: beautiful and varied 
coastlines, a world-renowned food and drink heritage, 
interesting architecture and history, and a famous surf 
location (the wild west Atlantic coastline), to name a few. It 
is one of the oldest countries in Europe – its borders have 
pretty much remained unchanged since 1297. In fact, the 
oldest bookshop in the world, named Bertrand, is located 
in Lisbon and has been doing business since 1732. 

Like it’s neighbour Spain, Portugal has been undergoing a 
revolution of winemaking over the last twenty years or so. 
The country, with its warm climate and varied topography, 
houses a wealth of indigenous grapes. 

During your stay in Portugal, we recommend indulging the 
wine scene. Whether that’s visiting rural vineyards, learning 
about wine history in a guided tour, or simply raising a 
glass of your favourite wine in a local bar or restaurant,  
you must give Portugal’s wine a try.  
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CONSERVATION
The

efforts
Why is it so important to protect the 
forests?

During the past couple of years in particular, forest fires 
have relentlessly ravaged huge tracts of the Amazon, 
Australia and the west coast of North America. Forest 
fires in Siberia, reaching as far north as the Arctic Circle, 
have recently burned an area the size of Greece. Each 
year, more than 35 million acres of forest are destroyed, 
releasing billions of tons of CO2 into the atmosphere 
and contributing significantly to global warming ( the 
destruction of forests being, sadly, the second largest 
source of CO2 emissions). 

The role of forests in the protection of global ecosystems 
and the reduction of global warming has never been so 
critical. In Africa, there is an emphasis on the conservation 
of forests in collaboration with the local people. In the 
Kasigau corridor in southern Kenya – a haven of wildlife 
located between Tsavo East and Tsavo West National Parks 
– a successful project, named the Kasigau Corridor REDD+ 
Project (Kasigau Project), was launched in 2005. Its main 
aim is to protect the wildlife and promote biodiversity in 
500,000 acres of highly endangered Kenyan forest.

This REDD+ project, which stands for Reducing Emissions 
from Deforestation and Forest Degradation, has concluded 
that working with local people and landowners is the 
most productive way to protect forest and combat climate 
change. The Kasigau Project employs over 400 people 
as rangers, forest monitors, green house operatives and 
agricultural advisors, all helping to build sustainable 
livelihoods. The Kasigau Project demonstrates that a forest 
is far more beneficial standing up than cut down. 

The Aberdare National Park, Kenya 

The Aberdare National Park (affectionately known as The 
Aberdares), which lies 100 km north of Nairobi and west 
of Mount Kenya National Park, offers dramatic forested 
slopes and dense jungle environments. Offering plenty 
of natural shade, the forest’s cooler climate provdies 
opportunities for viewing much wildlife. For example, 
plenty of forest monkeys swing from twisted vines – 
black and white colobus monkeys, sykes monkeys and 
baboons, to name a few. But the main attraction to 
Kenya’s forest environments is the bird watching where at 
least 200 species have been recorded in the lush green 
forests. 

Went to sleep a princess, and woke up a 
queen

The Aberdares also has a famous story behind it. In 1932, 
a colonial treehouse lodge was built in the Aberdare 
National Park on an ancient elephant migratory route. It 
was (and is still to this day) called Treetops Hotel. Queen 
Elizabeth II visited this lodge almost 60 years ago. She 
went to sleep as a princess and the sad overnight passing 
of her father King George VI, meant she woke up a 
queen! 

Protecting forests in Kenya
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To see our Kenya itineraries and inspiration, 
visit unforgettabletravel.com/kenya

“We must teach our children the importance 
of  our trees, forests and conservation.”
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ON TOP OF 
THE WORLD
Luxury lodges in the Bali treetops

Capella Ubud - view from across the valley

unforgettabletravel.com/bali



Awang Awang
Awang Awang, located close to the cultural capital, Ubud, is aptly named as it literally 
means “floating in the space between heaven and earth”. Each accommodation 
is perched high in the trees and is accessed from a steep flight of steps. These 
treehouse villas have been locally crafted and they blend in harmoniously with 
nature. You’ll be surrounded by curious monkeys and colorful birds while enjoying 
luxurious amenities such as a private infinity-edge pool and spaces that can open up 
completely to create the feeling that you’re floating and flowing right into the jungle. 

Indulge in luxurious spa treatments in the privacy of your room, or on your terrace 
with the sounds of the forest birds and nearby water creating a sense of calm. The 
treatments include everything from the ancient art of Balinese healing to a variety 
of massages, facials and scrubs. A complimentary breakfast is served at a time that 
suits you best, while the villa menu features mouthwatering Asian and western cuisine 
made with home-grown ingredients from the resort’s own garden. The friendly 
Balinese staff will be happy to arrange everything from a local cookery class to more 
strenuous and adventurous volcano climbing. 

Como Shambhala Estate
Como Shambhala Estate, designed for life transformation, offers a spectacular 
wellness escape at. This lush property promises a “retreat for change” and features 
five residences tucked away in the jungle along a riverbank in northern Ubud. Made 
from wood, local stone and ylang-ylang-thatching, each residence includes four or five 
suites furnished to evoke old-world charm, with carved Dutch and Venetian colonial 
beds and antique Victorian baths. For example, the residence of Wanakasa which 
means “Forest in the Mist”, is nestled amongst the trees with the edge of its private 
pool mirroring the curve of the river below. It hosts two Garden Rooms, two Terrace 
Suites and the large COMO Shambhala Suite which boasts a private jacuzzi.

The property houses one of the island’s eight sacred natural springs from which the 
water, proclaimed to be some of the world’s purest, is used for all spa treatments. 
Guests who book the wellness program are given a consultation upon arrival to create 
personalised treatment activities which include everything from yoga and meditation 
to massage and digital detox. Enjoy daily juices and health tonics as well as locally-
sourced dishes, including vegan and vegetarian options.

Capella Ubud Saltwater Pool

Capella Ubud bathroom

Capella Ubud
The only high-end hotel in the Keliki Valley, 
Capella Ubud offers a dreamy hideaway 
tucked within the Balinese rainforest less 
than a 30-minute drive north of Ubud. Think 
luxury meets camping, although ‘glamping’ 
really isn’t the word to describe the unique 
experience offered here. It’s a misture of 
jungle, campfires and marshmallow roasting, 
with decadent bespoke spa treatments 
that can be enjoyed in the privacy of your 
own tent. Wellness classes such as pilates 
and yoga are also offered, while visits to 
ancient temples, sunrise volcano climbs and 
other experiences can be arranged. On-site 
dining is influenced by the rainforest setting 
with dishes focused on sustainably farmed, 
seasonal ingredients featured at Mads Lange 
(the name of the dining room), and authentic 
Asian BBQ at Api Jiwa.

These luxurious one-bedroom tented retreats 
allow for solitude among nature; The Terrace 
Tents overlook rice terraces and the outdoor 
decks feature daybeds, sun loungers as well 
as a saltwater plunge pool, all overlooking 
the lush forest. It’s the perfect place to 
unwind and relax, close to forest nature.  

If you’ve never fulfilled your childhood dream of sleeping in a 
treehouse, Bali is the perfect place to make it happen. While the 
island may be renowned for its picture-perfect beaches, the tropical 
interior is incredibly productive and lush with acacia and bright 
red flame trees in the south, tamarind trees in the north and huge, 
thriving banyan trees in many other areas. There are rushing rivers, 
gentle streams, sparkling lakes and countless waterfalls framed by 
verdant greenery, completing this nature-lover’s paradise.

By spending a few nights in one of these three inspirational 
treehouses, you’ll be in the heart of this wonderful and unforgettable 
natural beauty. 
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TANZANIA
Introducing



The Highlands Camp,  
Ngorongoro highlands, Tanzania

Introducing Tanzania 

We are so excited to expand our portfolio into the 
beautiful African continent. Located in East Africa, 
Tanzania is one of the first countries to which we are 
offering custom-made itineraries, partly because it is a 
destination for everyone. Although you would expect 
Tanzania to be featured in a plains or savannah edition 
of Unforgettable Travel Magazine (spoiler alert – this is 
on the horizon), the forests of Tanzania have unique and 
varied ecosystems, hosting diverse fauna and flora. 

For example, Mahale National Park, located in western 
Tanzania, is most famous for its chimpanzee population. 
While there are multiple ecosystems (savannahs, lakes 
and mountains), much of the national park is forested. 
These forests – miombo woodlands and montane forests 
to be more specific – are alive with wildlife and their 
sounds. Chimpanzees squeal, birds flutter, and baboons 
bark. 

The Ngorongoro Conservation Area, in northern 
Tanzania, is another famous destination for travellers. The 
crater itself is the world’s largest intact volcanic caldera 
and, with a diameter of approximately 25 kilometres, 
it is definitely on the “must visit” list. The slopes of the 
crater are covered with a thick forest which is home to 
a large number of animals, whose habitats alter along 
the considerable temperature difference from the dense 
forests at the top of the crater (cool and wet) and the 
open plains on the crater floor (hot and dry). 

Editor’s recommendation 

There are two types of accommodation to consider when 
you visit the Ngorongoro Crater. You can either stay on 
the crater rim itself, or in the Ngorongoro Highlands, right 
in the midst of dense forests. 

A stay on the crater rim offers breath-taking panoramic 
views of the expansive crater and quick accessibility for 
a morning game drive. However, the accommodation 
comprises mainly of larger, luxurious hotels which may 
lack the close personal touch. Having said that, those 
hotels are a good option for those staying only one 
or two nights in Ngorongoro, passing through to the 
Serengeti.  

The other option is to stay in the Ngorongoro Highlands 
where, although you are further from the crater rim, 
in my opinion, you get a more varied experience. The 
Highlands Camp, for example, sits on a forest which skirts 
the Olmoti Volcano, but is much further from the crater. 
This spectacular eight-roomed camp sits in a secluded 
part of the Conservation Area and offers many other 
activities, such as community and cultural visits and, for 
those seeking more adventure, possibly climbing nearby 
craters –  namely Olmoti and Empakaai.
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Best time to go
June - October and 
December - March

Duration
10 - 14 days

Suited for
Honeymoon, wildlife 

enthusiasts, adventurers, 
families, photographers

What you will see
Elephant, cape buffalo, 
lion, leopard, antelope, 

rhino

Tanzania:

To stay in The Highlands Camp, and to start planning your luxury 
Tanzania itinerary, please contact our Africa specialist, Elaine Learmonth.  
elaine@unforgettabletravel.com
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ITINERARY

Days 1 - 2 
Little Oliver’s Camp, Tarangire National Park

Once you arrive at Kilimanjaro International airport, proceed to 
the Coastal Aviation desk for your light-aircraft flight to Tarangire 
National Park, just 20-minutes away. Your guide from Little Oliver’s 
Camp will meet you at the bush airstrip and drive you back to 
camp to settle in for the next two nights. Tarangire National Park 
is famous for its large elephant herds in the drier months (between 
June and October) but of course a diverse range of other wildlife 
can also be seen on game drives.

Days 3 - 4 
The Highlands Camp, Ngorongoro Crater

After Little Oliver’s Camp, you will be transported back to the 
airstrip to fly to Manyara airstrip (the closest to the Ngorongoro 
Crater). A guide from The Highlands Camp will drive you for about 
three hours– through coffee plantations and forests, and past 
waterfalls, and of course, the stunning viewpoint overlooking the 
crater. Spend the next two nights at The Highlands Camp in unique 
and cosy transparent geodesic domes or ‘bubbles’. On day 4, you 
will go on a full-day game drive inside the Ngorongoro Crater, with 
a picnic lunch to keep you energised.

Days 5 - 8 
Dunia Camp, Serengeti National Park

Fly from Ngorongoro Crater to the Serengeti National Park to stay 
in Dunia Camp for 3 nights. This eight-roomed tented camp is 
Tanzania’s first and only all-female-staffed safari camp and is situated 
in the Moru Kopjes – a prime game-viewing location characterised 
by rocky hills which stand above the central; Serengeti plains. The 
Serengeti is impressive in terms of both the diversity and density of 
wildlife, and during particular months (March to June and then again 
between November to December), the famous wildebeest migration 
herds walk right through the area around Dunia Camp.

Days 9 - 13 
Zanzibar

Fly from Ngorongoro Crater to the Serengeti National Park to stay 
in Dunia Camp for 3 nights. This eight-roomed tented camp is 
Tanzania’s first and only all-female-staffed safari camp and is situated 
in the Moru Kopjes – a prime game-viewing location characterised 
by rocky hills which stand above the central; Serengeti plains. The 
Serengeti is impressive in terms of both the diversity and density of 
wildlife, and during particular months (March to June and then again 
between November to December), the famous wildebeest migration 
herds walk right through the area around Dunia Camp.

-  Your safari guide will be your eyes and ears, spotting 
wildlife and making you smile at every moment. 

morninghot
gamedrive

On a

Safari guide Jonesia Dominique 
Kazawadi. Her nickname is Zawadi 

which means gift in Swahili.
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Costa Rica is a beautifully lush Central American country that’s become 
increasingly popular for family holidays. You’ll find everything from idyllic 
beaches for surfing and snorkelling to wildlife-filled jungles where you 
can watch for all sorts of monkeys, sloths, jaguars, crocodiles, toucans, 
macaws and more. You might spend a day hiking followed by soaking 
in hot springs in a national park, rafting or enjoying canopy tours. There 
are plenty of family-friendly eco-lodges, hotels, and resorts to choose 
from whether you’re looking for an affordable or luxurious stay.

These 13 reasons reveal why we’re sure you’ll agree –  
Costa Rica is the ultimate family holiday.  

2  Soak in Natural Hot Springs
Thanks to the geothermal activity around the Arenal Volcano, hot springs can be found 
in abundance in this region. La Fortuna is home to many hot springs worth paying the 
entrance fee like Baldi, Tabacon and Paradise Hot Springs. There are fabulous soaks 
available for every budget, even including free options, if you  Google “free natural hot 
springs river” for directions that will bring you to the naturally hot section on the river for 
soaking. 

3  Walk Through the Clouds
Cloud forests are named for their nature, typically taking the form of fog, with low-
hanging clouds hovering around the upper canopy of the forest. One of the world’s 
most famous. Monteverde, is in Costa Rica. In the heart are hanging bridges that wind 
through the dense jungle. A walk across them is like walking through clouds in a dream 
– just be sure to wear a rain jacket as by its very nature, there is at least some rainfall on 
most days.

5  Go Whitewater Rafting
Whitewater rafting offers a fun, family-friendly thrill, with Costa Rica offering some of the 
most accessible for a heart-pounding but safe adventure. The activity can be enjoyed 
throughout the country, but Arenal is one of the best spots, and odds are you’ll be in the 
area during your trip to enjoy the many other attractions anyway. For the experience of 
a lifetime, consider a multi-day trip on the Pacuare River that departs from San Jose with 
an overnight at a riverside lodge.

4  Enjoy Close Encounters 
with Sloths and Their 
Babies

Costa Rica’s jungles are filled with wildlife, 
including adorable, sleepy-eyed sloths. 
The best places to see them in the wild 
are Tortuguero, Puerto Viejo, Dominical 
and Manuel Antonio. You might spot them 
snoozing in palm trees on the beach, crossing 
the road or up in the treetops as you drive. 
For guaranteed close encounters, visit the 
Jaguar Rescue Center in Puerto Viejo which 
rescues, rehabilitates and releases injured 
animals found in the wild. You’ll be able to 
see both adults and babies too.

1  Learn how to surf
Known for its consistent, quality waves, 
Costa Rica is one of the world’s hottest spots 
for surfing, home to beautiful beaches that 
span 800 miles of Pacific and Caribbean 
coastline. Tamarindo on the Pacific coast is 
one of the most popular surf towns, providing 
outstanding breaks for beginners. Dominical, 
Santa Teresa and Montezuma are also 
favourite spots, each with their own unique 
appeal. Lessons are readily available and are 
a must to ensure you get up on the board 
and riding much quicker and more safer.

REASONS why 

Ultimate Family Holiday

13

is the
COSTA RICA
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7  Take Part in a Heart-Pumping Canyoning Tour
For adventurers looking to push their limits, one of the best ways to do it in Costa 
Rica is with a Gravity Falls tour through the “Los Canyon.” Desafio offers tours that 
will bring you through a lush river valley, hiking through jungle with the scenery worth 
the trip on its own. To get through, you’ll rock climb, repel down massive waterfalls, 
cliff jump and scramble over boulders for what’s arguably the most unforgettable 
adventure you can undertake in Arenal.

8  Zipline Above the Jungle Canopy
Costa Rica is one of the world’s best places for ziplining, so it is really something you 
should try during your trip here. You’ll find options throughout the country that will 
bring you flying over lush rainforest canopy and low-hanging clouds while enjoy a 
bird’s-eye view and the fresh air. It’s extremely safe, and worth trying even for those 
with a fear of heights. The initial jump may be a bit nerve-wracking, but once you do 
it, odds are, you’ll want to do it again.

9  Go Waterfall Chasing
Costa Rica is home to so many waterfalls you could spend weeks chasing them. You’ll 
find everything from hidden falls, small cascades and large, powerful waterfalls. Rio 
Celeste spills into a stunning pool in the shade of a brilliant blue sky, tucked into 
a remote corner of Tenorio National Park. Nauyaca Waterfall near the beach town 
of Dominical is one of the largest, plunging 215 into a pool ideal for swimming. 
Montezuma and Llanos de Cortes are just two of the many others.

10  Enjoy Luxurious Relaxation at a Jungle Villa
There are many luxurious villas tucked in the jungle for travellers seeking R&R, but 
Oxygen Jungle Villas is one of the favourites. This jaw-dropping “Balinese-style?” 
property hosts 12 glass villas that are surrounded by jungle, providing both privacy 
and stunning views of the lush greenery, the ocean and wildlife including sloths and 
toucans. Incredibly tranquil, there are peaceful walking paths dotted with Javanese 
statues, a private onsite waterfall, and a dreamy infinity pool that overlooks the 
endless blue of the Pacific.

11  Get Up Close to Volcanoes
Costa Rica is home to over 60 volcanoes, with the most famous being Arenal, which 
rises nearly 5,500 feet above the lush landscape. For some 30 years visitors could see 
lava and red hot boulders spewing from it, right from some hotel rooms, but today it’s 
generally limited to puffs of steam and occasional rumbles. You can hike the slopes or 
get a fantastic view while walking on old lava flows from the entrance of Arenal 1968 
Volcano View and Lava Trails.

12  Watch for Whales
Not only can you view all sorts of jungle wildlife, but marine mammals offshore. Costa 
Rica is also a top spot for watching humpback whales as it sits at the intersection 
of two whale migrations, making it possible to see them in nine months out of the 
year, from around mid-July to mid-April. A group that comes from the southern 
hemisphere arrives in mid-July, staying through early November and then humpbacks 
from the north come soon after to breed their young. 

Visit unforgettabletravel.com/costarica 

6  Visit Costa Rica’s  
Top National Parks

Costa Rica is home to many magnificent 
national parks, so make time for at least 
one like Manuel Antonio. Here, sloth and 
monkey sightings are common and it also 
hosts three spectacular beaches for watching 
colourful sunsets. Tortuguero on the northern 
Caribbean coast, accessed only by plane 
or boat, provides tours that can bring you 
deep within the rainforest to view remarkable 
birdlife and the world’s largest sea turtle 
nesting site. Corcovada lies on the Osa 
peninsula, unsurpassed for diversity by any 
region of similar size on Earth.

13  Witness the Nesting  
Sea Turtles

There are four species of sea turtles that visit 
the Caribbean and Pacific coasts of Costa 
Rica at various times of the year: hawksbill, 
green, olive ridley and leatherback. With so 
much sandy coastline, this country is ideal 
for the creatures to come on shore to lay 
their eggs. Some of the top spots include 
Tortuguero and Santa Rosa national parks, 
the Gandoca-Manzanillo Wildlife Refuge and 
Ostional Wildlife Refuge. Most sites require 
guided visits through authorized access 
points, as part of the effort to protect them.
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ULTIMATE
The

honeymoon

Dulini Lodge, Sabi Sands Game Reserve

W H Y  B O O K  W I T H  U N F O R G E T T A B L E

100% Financial 
Protection

Destination 
Experts

The Best Guides We Care

From the moment you book your trip, we are on hand 24/7 to assist you throughout your journey.  
With regional offices around the world, we have ground logistics teams on hand to help you every step of the way. 

To start your adventure, please get in touch - info@unforgettabletravel.com



MEET OUR TEAM

As we uncover some our incredible new destinations, we would like to tell you 
more about our team here at Unforgettable Travel Company. Not only will we 

inspire you with new destinations, but after taking the time to plan your perfect 
itinerary, we will simply become unforgettable. In this issue, we introduce our 
editor (Gemma D’Souza), our Asia specialist (Luke Stapylton-Smith), and our 

Africa specialist (Elaine Learmonth). We also include some of our Unforgettable 
reviews from previous clients..

unforgettable

Kedung Kayang waterfall and Merapi mountain, Indonesia

“You’re in safe hands with Unforgettable – even when your travel plans change.”

“Very professional, efficient and friendly customer service.”

“Perfect in every way. Anything you need is catered for.”

“From what I have experienced, the Unforgettable ambassadors are kind, 
personable, funny, thoughtful, down to earth, determine, solution-orientated,  

hard-working and knowledgeable.” 

W H Y  D O  O R D I N A R Y
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Gemma D’Souza | Editor
gemma@unforgettabletravel.com

Gemma D’Souza

What was the idea behind this issue’s theme 
– forests and falls?

I have always been enthralled by forests. My idea of the 
perfect Sunday at home would be an autumnal walk 
through the woods, wrapped up in my scarf and bobble 
hat, hot cappuccino in hand, and an excitable dog on a 
lead. During the pandemic, we have all become more 
focused on space. We are appreciating the world we live 
in and the nature on our doorstep. For this reason, I knew 
that forests would be a good place to start. Waterfalls are 
the perfect contrast – powerful blue water, sometimes 
tumbling through vivid green forests.

Which is your favourite forest in the world?

Taman Negara in Malaysia. This forest is estimated to 
be over 130 million years old – outliving dinosaurs and 
surviving extreme climate change. The colours, tones 
and textures are mesmerising. I have never seen so many 
shades of green in my life. Through gaps of intertwining 
tree branches and vines, the sun glistens and dances on 
the forest floor. Sometimes the canopy layer is so dense 
that very little light reaches the forest floor. If you’re lucky, 
you can even get the chance to see a Malayan tapir – an 
endangered mammal with an elephant-like trunk.

What is your expertise in travel?

I would say my expertise is East Africa – Tanzania, Kenya, 
Uganda and Zambia in particular. I have spent a lot of 
time in these countries, staying in well-loved safari camps 
as well as travelling off the beaten track. I am, quite 
frankly, obsessed with Africa. There is beauty in every 
day spent in the bush. Crisp mornings on game drives, 
wrapped up in a blanket (maybe even given a hot water 
bottle) and a hot cup of coffee (can you tell coffee is a 
regular mention?) Afternoon siestas, lightly falling asleep 
to the sounds of hyena laugh and hippo growl. And the 
best part of the day? Evening sundowners. A large G&T 
overlooking the waterhole as elephant silhouettes pass 
by. My heart is full when I am on safari. 

Where would you travel during these 
uncertain times?

I would definitely head for somewhere with a lot of 
outdoor space. Last month, I travelled around Scotland, 
Denmark and Sweden – places which all have plenty of 
open space. I spent my time hiking mountains, visiting 
lakes, and walking through forests. Personally, I would 
travel to destinations where precautions and Covid-
secure measures are being implemented well. Although 
it’s relatively subjective, I think it’s important to research 
what each country, destination or hotel are doing to 
ensure safety, and find a place that suits you.  

What is your inspiration for travel writing?

I am inspired by people and experiences. Although 
a landscape or a hotel can be beautiful, for me, it is 
the people who bring my travel experience to life. For 
example, the waiter who serves you your evening glass 
of wine and asks where you’re from, the local villagers 
who have found innovative ways to live sustainably, and 
the safari guide who makes you belly laugh on a morning 
game drive. 

What are the greatest lessons you have 
learned from travelling?

Nobody is exempt from Delhi-belly, always drink the local 
beer, and go with the flow.  

What is the most memorable place you have 
visited?

I have a few. I fell in love with Angkor Wat in Cambodia, 
the South Luangwa National Park in Zambia and, if 
we’re going into specifics, then an ice-cream shop in 
Rome called Gelateria Valentino. However, the most 
memorable would be the Jukkasjärvi ice hotel near Kiruna 
in Swedish Lapland. During the winter each year, the 
hotel is designed and sculpted from scratch by world-
renowned ice specialists and each year, the creativity and 
intricacy excels. I spent a few days wrapped up in my 
thick Canadian goose down coat, enjoying husky sleigh 
rides, watching the aurora lights dance in the night sky, 
and sleeping in a design suite made entirely of ice. Very 
cool… see what I did there?

What can we look forward to with further 
issues of Unforgettable Travel Magazine?

Each magazine is centred around a theme. We have 
beaches, rivers, mountains, lakes, jungles, plains 
and savannahs on the horizon. In every edition of 
Unforgettable Travel Magazine, I will take you through 
a journey of inspiring destinations, exquisite cuisine, 
jaw-dropping hotels and, unforgettable experiences. To 
find out more about our upcoming editions or featured 
destinations, please drop me an email at gemma@
unforgettabletravel.com. I would love to hear from you!

“I am inspired by people when I travel. Like the waiter who serves you your 
evening glass of  wine and proudly tells you about his hometown. Or the safari 

guide who makes you belly laugh on a game drive.”
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What is your favourite forest in Asia?

Japan is often characterised as an urban, ultra-modern 
destination but there is much more to it than that. Rural 
Japan is beautiful and boasts some of the best hiking 
routes in Asia – particularly those that take you on historic 
(and densely forested) pilgrimage routes such as the 
Nakasendo or Kumano Kodo trails.

Which country would you recommend to 
somebody who was coming to Asia for the 
first time?

Peninsular Malaysia. This destination packs in all the 
main attractions of Southeast Asia – food, culture, vibrant 
cities, and perfect beaches. It is also compact, easy to get 
around, easy to communicate, and is great value. 

What are, in your opinion, the bucket list 
experiences in Asia?

Zipping around in tuk tuks, stuffing your face with street 
food, discovering ancient temples, and losing days on 
white sand beaches.  

Would you recommend combining countries 
in Asia? 

Absolutely. Asia generally has excellent air and road links 
which makes combining neighbouring countries efficient 
and cost-effective. Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, and 
Laos are obvious combinations. As are Japan and South 
Korea, and the Himalayan destinations Nepal, Bhutan, 
and northern India.

What is your most memorable experience 
travelling?

The further east you head in Indonesia the more you 
start to feel you’re getting close to the edge of the map. 
Sulawesi in particular is astonishing: attending a Torajan 
funeral ceremony and then travelling on to the Wakatobi 
archipelago, capped off by a home-hosted feast on Eid-
ul-Fitr. These are some of the best few days travelling I’ve 
ever had.

What is your favourite hotel and why?

Nowhere does hospitality quite like India. I’m allowing 
myself two very contrasting favourites – the Oberoi Grand 
in Kolkata for heritage and opulence right in the heart of 
the city, and then the Neeleshwar Hermitage in northern 
Kerala as the perfect low-key, high-quality beach retreat.

What’s your favourite cuisine in Asia?

Peninsular Malaysia, with its heady mix of Chinese, Indian, 
Arabian, and indigenous Malay cultures, is the best food 
destination on the planet. Anyone who thinks Nasi Lemak 
is not the world’s greatest breakfast is, in my opinion, 
wrong! 

What is your sundowner of choice?

It would have to be the ice-cold beer Lao, preferably with 
a river view.

Where would you recommend for people on 
a lower budget for Asia?

Cambodia. The Angkor temples in Siem Reap grab 
the headlines, but there is also the urban excitement 
of Phnom Penh, countryside exploration around 
Battambang, and magnificent beach accommodation 
around Kep and Sihanoukville. Rates and local costs are 
the lowest you’ll find anywhere – I really don’t think there 
is a better value destination on the planet.

We feature Vietnamese waterfalls in this 
edition. What else is on the to-do list for 
Vietnam?

Capital Hanoi for the simple thrill of getting lost in the 
Old Quarter, overnight cruises in Lan Ha or Halong Bay, 
the Imperial treasures of Hue, cooking classes in Hoi An, 
Saigon’s buzzing nightlife, the rural idylls of the Mekong 
Delta, and maybe a beach to finish in Con Dao or Phu 
Quoc. This is all doable in two weeks.

“Sri Lanka is my favourite destination in Asia. You can combine cities, 
mountains, jungles, national parks, beaches, history, culture, wildlife, 

adventure, and epic train journeys in the same trip.”

Asia Specialist
luke@unforgettabletravel.com

Luke Stapylton-Smith
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“Mornings in the bush are one of  the 
best parts of  going on safari.  

The reserve wakes up with the sun and 
sitting on your deck with a hot drink 

allows you to take in the smell of  wild 
sage and the sounds of  the cicadas.”

Africa Specialist
elaine@unforgettabletravel.com

     Elaine 
   Learmonth 

What is your favourite forest in Africa? 

The Volcanoes National Park in Rwanda is my favourite 
African forest. I was fortunate enough to trek with gorillas 
there and it was truly a once in a lifetime experience. 
Watching young gorillas play and drop out of the trees 
onto the Silverback male was a privilege. The forest is 
predominantly known for the gorillas but is also home to 
the rare golden monkey, forest elephants and over 200 
species of bird.

Which country would you recommend for a 
first-time safari?

I will often recommend South Africa for a first-time 
safari. This is because it has so much more to offer than 
just wildlife and your safari will be part of a much wider 
itinerary. South Africa has beaches, trekking, world class 
dining, wine estates, history and culture, as well as some 
truly incredible wildlife viewing.

What is your sundowner of choice?

Gin and tonic! Or a bottle of Savanna (the local cider). I 
highly recommend you try a Savanna while you are there.

What is the best thing about waking up in 
the bush?

Mornings in the bush are one of the best parts of going 
on safari. The reserve wakes up with the sun and sitting 
on your deck with a hot drink allows you to take in the 
smell of wild sage and the sounds of the cicadas. Feeling 
connected to nature is a fantastic way to start your day.

Why should an African safari be on your 
bucket list?

An African safari is a totally unique holiday – observing 
animals in their natural environment is an addictive 
experience! You are up early for a game drive to catch the 
animals when they are active in the early morning sun. 
Your guide will track and explain the animal’s behaviour 
and habits. Then you return to the lodge for a full 
breakfast and then in the midday heat, you can relax by 
the pool. You then head out again in the late afternoon 
on a game drive, stopping for a drink in the reserve as 
you watch the sunset. When you couple this with luxury 
accommodation and outstanding food and wine, it is 
unbeatable!

Victoria Falls is the iconic waterfall in 
Africa. What are your favourite activities to 
combine with a trip to the falls?

Devil’s Pool is an experience that is totally unique to 
Victoria Falls. Right at the edge of the falls is a pool of 
water that visitors can swim in. You need to think of it as 
a natural infinity pool right at the edge of the falls. You 
can see the 108 metre drop of the falls and there is strip 
of rock to stop you falling over the edge! Devils Pool is 
only open when the Zambezi River water levels are low, 
normally August to January.

What should you wear on safari?

Being on safari is about nature and relaxation so bring 
comfortable clothes. Game drives can get cold in the 
early mornings and after the sun goes down, so pack lots 
of layers so you can adjust to the changing temperatures. 
Clothes need to be functional as you are climbing in 
and out of safari vehicles and closed shoes are a good 
idea. Light cotton long sleeved tops and trousers are a 
great idea to keep cool and covered up to protected you 
from the sun and insects. A hat and sunglasses are also 
essentials.

What should I tip on a safari holiday?

Tipping is something travellers often struggle with. 
Normally at the end of your safari you would tip (in cash) 
your safari guide and tracker directly and then contribute 
something to the general staff gratuity box. A rough 
amount is: the guide US$10 - $15 per person per day and 
US$4-$8 per person per day for the tracker. This is for 
guidance only and is up to the discretion of the guest.
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The Temple of  Saturn by sunrise at the Roman Forum. Rome, Italy.

I am the Customer Experience Manager 
at the Unforgettable Travel Company and 
am delighted that you have downloaded 
our first edition of the Unforgettable Travel 
magazine. We are so proud to be launching 
such an exciting programme of awe-inspiring 
destinations from around the globe. All of 
the destinations in our magazine and over 30 
more are now available to book with us.

Our editor, Gemma, and her team have 
worked tirelessly, day and night, to produce 
this inspiring publication and we would hope 
that you enjoy reading it. You are probably 
starting to dream about various travelling 
options – and we can certainly turn this into a 
reality for you.

Unforgettable Travel has grown in recent 
years - from being a family-run specialist, 
primarily to beautiful Croatia - to now offering 
an array of diverse and wonderful countries, 
through the launch of this new worldwide 
programme.

I have previously worked for several other 
high-profile travel businesses during my 20+ 
year career and I honestly believe that the 
Unforgettable Travel’s highly personalised 
and unrivalled service levels, have set new 
standards across the industry. We are also 
ATOL and ABTOT protected, so clients can 
feel reassured that their money is in safe 
hands.

Our success has been primarily due to the 
exceptional level of customer service that 
we provide throughout our business by our 
various teams by providing the ‘wow factor’. 
The high level of personalised attention 
to detail is in our DNA, where our valued 
customers are always our number one priority.

DEAR READERS

Our passionate Trip Designers curate and 
tailor the itineraries with the utmost care 
and attention for our valued guests. From 
the minute that you get in touch with us 
- to experiencing the trip itself, our team 
will ensure that the journey with us is truly 
unforgettable.

We are ready to speak to you by phone, 
email or even over a zoom video call – to 
discuss trip ideas, at your convenience.

We provide total support before, during 
and after the trip with a 24-hour concierge 
service, to assist with the most complicated 
of requests. From booking a gourmet 
restaurant for a special occasion, to arranging 
a helicopter transfer and emergency medical 
assistance, is just part of the concierge service 
we offer.

Over the years, our guests have awarded us 
with top grades for our team’s hard work and 
creativity and we are more than gratified to 
have received a 99% positive independent 
feedback rating.

International travel planning can be stressful, 
but we make it ever so easy, with all the 
hotels, private drivers and unique experiences 
taken care of.

We look forward to helping you arrange your 
dream trip.

All the best,

Julian Pearl 
Customer Service Manager

Julian Pearl



#UNFORGETTABLEviewpoint

What makes a viewpoint special?

Hashtag

Image: Lake Bled, Slovenia

Follow us @unforgettabletravelcompany

#UNFORGETTABLEviewpoint

We love sharing travel stories and inspiration with our readers, but in each issue of Unforgettable 
Travel Magazine, we want to hear about your adventures too. Like forests and falls, viewpoints can 
give us a sense of space, perspective and purpose. While it is argued that great views cannot be 

entirely captured in a flat image, we want to give it a go. 

If I asked you to describe a viewpoint, I imagine most answers would focus on height. For 
example, an incredible viewpoint can be seen from the top of a building or the snow-peaked 

mountain tip. But the definition of a viewpoint is a way of looking at something, so essentially, a 
viewpoint is subjective and we can decide what makes a viewpoint special. 

For inspiration, we have asked three of our globetrotting followers to share their most 
#UNFORGETTABLEviewpoint. 

We want to hear from you on this. 
Follow us on Instagram, tag us in your image and use the hashtag #UNFORGETTABLEviewpoint 
to guide us across the world. We will look through the viewpoints that catch our eye and feature 

three images in our next issue.

@apexsharkexpeditions 
Seal Island, South Africa

Seeing sharks in their natural habitat 
is a privilege here at Seal Island, 

Cape Town, South Africa, this is our 
perfect viewpoint. Our aim is to take 

you back to that place where you 
found peace and a connection with 

the natural world.

@oscar.hetherington 
The Himalayas, Nepal

@selengei 
Lake Natron, Kenya

Getting to the top of this peak in 
Nepal was a huge challenge. At 
an altitude of 5,500 metres, this 
view was the climax of a 3 week 

trip walking through the Himalayas. 
Surrounded by huge peaks, glaciers 
and small mountain lakes, this view 

was one I simply will not forget. 

This maasai woman’s smile radiates 
kindness and represents Africa in its 
purest form. Behind her Ol Donyo 

Lengai (the mountain of God) towers 
over this dry landscape. Maasai 

from all over Kenya and Tanzania 
come here to climb to the top of this 
mountain, bearing offerings and to 

pray and ask Enkai for help.
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